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Abstract

Several authors have proposed to use Kalman filtering techniques to
compute MMSE forecasts if the most recent observations are known to
be preliminary only. In this note we propose simpler and more natu-
ral approach to this problem. First we test for the rationality of
the preliminary data and, if necessary, correct for irrationalities.
Subsequently MMSE forecasts can be computed as if the most recent
observations were final. Moreover, simple expressions which can be
used to evaluate the variance of the prediction errors are avai-
lable.
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1. Introduction

In many countries preliminary estimates of macro-economic variables
and indicators are published several months before a final figure becomes
availrible. [n this note we consider the computation of minimum mean square
error (MMSE) predictors if the most recent data are preliminary only. For
simplicity we concentrate on univariate ARIMA models. The results can be
straightforwardly extended to multivariate models.

Assume that a variable yt is generated by the (possibly non-
stationary) ARIMA model with AR(m) representation

Yt - c t F~i yt-i i Et Et ~ IN(~,oE)
i-1

(1)

and assume that a data collecting agency observes and publishes yt-K in
period t. Assume moreover that the data collecting agency publishes pre-
liminary estimates tyt-k of yt-k (k - 0,...,K-1) in period t. The problem
to be considered is the computation of MMSE forecasts of yTth from infor-
mation which is available in period T, i.e. the computation of

yTth - E~yTthI1~T' TYT-1 ""' TYT-Ktl' yT-K' yT-K-1 ""~' (2)

In Howrey (1978,1983), Harvey et.al. (1984) and Bordignon and Trivellato
(1989) among others, this problem is addressed by specifying the distribu-
tion of the preliminary data conditional on the true values as

tyt-k - ~k } ~k yt-k } wkt' (k - 0,...,K-1) (3)

with the vector of ineasurement errors wt -~wOt ""''wK-l,t~~ independent
of ys (dt,s) and with wt generated by a vector ARMA model. The ork's and
Rk's in the observation equation (3) are typically treated as unknown pa-
rameters to be estimated. If this model is valid the recursive Kalman
filter can be used to compute the maximum likelihood estimates of the pa-
rameters in (1) and (3) and to evaluate the expectation in (2) after the
model has been written in state space form.
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Although (3) might be an attractive assumption if tyt-k is simply a
direct measurement of yt-k, based e.g. on a small sample preliminary sur-
vey, it ignores the fact that the data collecting agency has an incentive
to publish preliminary data which are ratior.sl in the sense that

E~Yt-kltYt~.. ,

which is not implied by (3). In section 4 we will show that the computa-
tion of MMSE forecasts and the associated prediction intervals is greatly
simplified if (4) holds and does not require the use of recursive Kalman
filters. Before we turn to the derivation of forecasts from rational pre-
liminary data however, we consider the relation between (3) and (4) in
more detail for the special case of only one revision (K - 1) in section 2
and discuss tests of assumption (4) in section 3.

2. The case of one revision

In order to illustrate the relation between (3) and (4) assume that K
- 1 and that the data collecting agency receives in period t a direct mea-
surement mt of yt based e.g. on some small sample preliminary survey,

mt - yt t ut. (5)

Assume that the measurement error ut is independent of past, present and
future values of yt and that it is generated by a stationary ARIMA model
with AR(~) representation

ut - f Pi ut-i ` et. et -- IN(O.oe) (6)
i-0

Use of the recursive projection theorem (see e.g. Sargent (19~9), p. 208)
shows that a rational data collecting agency, which behaves similarly to
the agency in the second model in Sargent (1989), will publish as their
preliminary estimate of yt the variable tyt defined by

r
tyt - E~YtI mt' mt-1' "' Yt-1' Yt-2' '.'] -
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- c }i~i~iyt-i } E~Etlmt- E~mtlmt-1' mt-2'....Yt-1'yt-2~....~~ -

- c} iEi~iyt-i i E~EtI Et

- c } ~ ~iyt-i ` a {mt - c - ï 4~iyt-i- ~ Pi(mt-i-yt-i) }. (7)i-1 i-1 i-1

where a- aÉ (aÉ t aé)-i.

Evidently, if m ist
tisfied by assumption
Although by construction
misspecified if tyt -
one can

published as the preliminary estimate, ( 3) is sa-
and

r
tytr
tyt

easily check that

similarly (4) is satisfied if tyt - tyt'
satisfies (4) this does not imply that (3) is
however. If yt is stationary with variance a2

Y

E~tYt~ Yt~ - ELYt-(i-a)Ett~ etI Yt~ -{1-(1-~)aEay2} Yt -~ Yt, (8)

where ~ is defined by the last equality in (8). The corresponding error
term wpt in (3) can be written as

wot - tyt - P yt -(i-~) yt t a et -(1-~) Et. (9)

If yt is generated by a stationary ARMA(p,q) model, the measurement error
term w~t will be generated by an ARMA(p,max(p,q)) process (see e.g. Harvey
(1981), p. 43) as assumed in (3). Contrary to the assumption in (3) howe-
ver, lagged values of yt will not be independent of w~t if the revision
process is rational. Therefore if tyt - tyt and if yt is stationary, (3)
probably fits the data reasonably well but is formally misspecified. If yt
is non-stationary on the other hand, which is probably the more interes-
ting case from the point of view of applications, yt and tyt will be co-
integrated implying that p- 1 and that (3) is correctly specified even if
the revisions are rational and that actually wOt is a white noise error.
If g- 1 is not imposed a priori one should not be too surprised to find
autocorrelation in w~t however. Suppose e.g. that one estimates the auto-
correlation in w~t using the autocorrelation in the residuals w~t of a
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regression of tyt on yt. Assuming c~ 0 and defining vt - a et t(1-~) et
one can write

T .
plim T-1 ï wOtwOt-k - plim T-1 i {(1~-p)Yt t vt}{(~-R)Yt-k } ~t-k)t-kt1

- plim {T(~-R)}2 T-3FYtyt-k ~ 0 (10)

T
because T(j3-S) and T-3 F ytyt-k converge to a non-degenerate distribu-

t-kt1
tion (see e.g. Stock (1987)) and a non-zero constant respectively. Note
that a similar problem does not arise if yt is stationary.

3. Tests for the rationality of the revisions and corrections for irratio-
nalities

The crucial assumption which simplifies the computation of MMSE fore-
casts in a way to be described in section 4 is that revisions are
rational, i.e. that (4) holds. Howrey ( 1984), Mankiw et.a1. ( 1984), Mankiw
and Shapiro (1986), Mork (1987) and de Jong ( 1987) among others have con-
sidered procedures to test this assumption. A simple test is to estimate

K-1 L
yt-k -i~0 ~ki tyt-i } i~0 Ski yt-K-i } Ukt

by OLS for k- 0,..,K-1 and a sufficiently large value of L and to test
the hypothesis HO' ykk - 1' yki - 0(i ~ k) and óki - 0. Note however that
vkt is autocorrelated under HO if k~ K-1 so that the test statistic can
not be based on the standard estimate of the variance-covariance matrix of
parameters in a regression model (see e.g. Mork (1987)).

UaLa collecting agencies have an incentive to publish data which are
not subject to forecastable revisions. On the other hand, as recently

stressed by Mork (1987), government agencies might have an incentive to

conservatism to avoid criticism for "false signals" in which case (4)
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would be violated. If the tests reject it is straightforward however to
correct for irrationalities by treating

K-1 . Lc
yt-k -if0 yki tyt-i 4 i~~ bki yt-K-i

where yki and bki denote the regression estimates form (11) as the correc-
ted prelimínary estimate of yt-k which satisfies ( 4) by construction.

4. Forecasts based on rational preliminary data

If a data collecting agency publishes rational preliminary data, or
if these have been constructed using the procedures described in the pre-
vious section, the computation of MMSE forecasts and the associated
prediction intervals is straightforward and does not require the use of
recursive Kalman filters. In order to derive the predictor and the predic-
tion interval write

m h-1

yTth - i~~~hi yT-i a i~~ ~i ETth-i

which defines the coefficients g~hi. These coefficients can easily be com-

(12)

(13)

puted recursively using the fact that ~hi -~ ~j ~h-j~i where the
j-0

recursions are started up setting g~hi - 0 if h C 0 and h~-i and 9~h,-h -
1 if h( 0. If (4) holds the MMSE forecast is

E~yTthlTyT' TyT-1 " " 'TyT-K.1' yT-K' yT-K-1' ' (14)

E~i~~ ~hiyT-il TyT'" ''TyT-Kal' yT-K' yT-K-1' " ' ~ -i~~ ~hi TyT-i'

where we defined .I.YT-i - yT-i (i ) K) for notational simplicity. The pre-
dictor in (14) can of course be computed using standard software by
treating the preliminary data as if they are final. Although this procedu-
re is referred to as "naive" by e.g. Harvey et.al. (1983) and Bordignon
and Trivellato (1989) it is optimal if the revisions are rational.
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2 h-1 2
Standard software will compute an estimate of 6E L ai as the variance of

i-0
the prediction error. The correct result in case of rational preliminary
data is

2
E~ (yTth-Li ~ki TyT-i) I TyT' "' TYT-Ktl' yT-L' yT-L-1' '

h-1 K-1
E~t E ai Et-i } L ~hi (yT-i-TyT-i))2ITyT "'TyT-L~1'yT-L'yT-L-1'~-i-0 i-0

h-1 2 2 K-1
E ai oE t ï phi~hj rij,

i-0 i,j-0
(15)

where rij - E(yt-i-tyt-i)(yt-j - tyt-j)' Because the ~hi can be computed
recursively for h- 1,2,... and because rij can be estimated consistently
from historical revisions, the standard estimate of the variance of the
prediction error can easily be corrected for the presence of preliminary
data.

5. Concluding remarks

Several authors have proposed to use Kalman filtering techniques to
compute MMSE forecasts if the most recent observations are known to be
preliminary only. In this note we proposed a more natural and simpler ap-
proach to this problem which was based on the distribution of the true
value conditional on the preliminary estimates instead of the other way a-
round. First we test for the rationality of the preliminary data snd if
necessary correct For irrationalities. Subsequently MMSE forecasts can be
computed as if the most recent observations were final. Moreover, simple
expressions which can be used to evaluate the variance of the prediction
errors are available.
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